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A great many experiments have now been performed in
which the abilityof human listeners to differentiate sounds
on the basis of pitch has been evaluated. Many studies
have been directed toward determining the smallest fre-
quency change that can be detected, and the evidence is
clear that a change in frequency of as little as 2 Hz in a
1000-Hz standard tone may be detected reliably (e.g.,
Moore, 1989). In other studies, the way in which pitch per-
ception may depend on the context in which a sound is
presented has been examined. Such studies have revealed
that a pure tone is masked most effectively by a sound of
similar frequency (e.g., Moore, 1995; Zwislocki, 1978)
and that the overall structure of a pattern may guide atten-
tion in such a way as to increase the likelihood that a pitch
violation will be detected (e.g., Jones & Yee, 1993). The
influence of priming on pitch judgments has also been
studied, with the evidence indicating that forewarning of
location can facilitate judgments of the spectral composi-
tion of sounds (Mondor& Zatorre, 1995) and that a supra-
threshold pitch cue can substantially increase the proba-
bility of detecting a subsequent near-threshold pure tone
of similar frequency (e.g., Creelman, 1959; Greenberg &
Larkin, 1968;Hübner & Hafter, 1995;Larkin & Greenberg,
1970; Scharf, Quigley, Aoki, Peachey, & Reeves, 1987).

Thus, the available evidence suggests that pitch judg-
ments may be influenced both by the context in which the

judged sound is heard and by the pitch relation of a judged
sound to one presented just prior to it. In contrast with this
knowledge base, it appears that there has been no system-
atic investigationof the influence of an overt judgment of
the pitch of one sound on the speed and accuracy of an
overt judgment of the pitch of a subsequent sound. This is
somewhat surprising given that extensive investigationof
the influences of stimulus and response repetition on the
time required to categorize visual stimuli has taken place.
For example, Bertelson (1965) described an experiment in
which four single digits were used as stimuli, with two of
these (2 and 4) assigned to one response and the other two
(5 and 7) assigned to an alternative response. Bertelson
was specifically interested in determining to what extent
the time required to categorize a stimulus was influenced
by the immediately preceding stimulus and the response
made to it. This arrangement of stimuli and responses per-
mitted Bertelson to study performance on three different
types of trials: identical trials on which both the stimulus
and the response were repeated, different trials on which
both the stimulus and the response were changed, and
equivalent trials on which the stimulus was changed but
the response was repeated. Bertelson found that perfor-
mance was slowest on different trials, with performance
on identical trials slightly faster (by an average of about
20 msec) than on equivalent trials. These results clearly
suggest that repeating a response improves performance
substantially but that the additional benefit of repeating
the stimulus as well is comparatively small.

Whereas Bertelson’s (1965) study suggested that stim-
ulus repetitions may be of relatively little importance in
determining classification speed, subsequent experiments
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Two experiments were performed to determine whether categorization of the pitch of a probe tone
is influenced by the pitch of, and response made to, a preceding prime tone. The prime and the probe
could be drawn either from a pool of low-frequency sounds or from a pool of high-frequency sounds.
The results of both experiments indicated that the performance obtained was best when the prime and
the probe were the same pitch (and therefore required the same response), intermediate when the two
sounds differed in pitch and required different responses, and slowest when the prime and the probe
differed in pitch but required the same response (i.e., they were drawn from the same frequency pool).
The results of Experiment 2 revealed in addition that when a repeated response was required, perfor-
mance declined as the magnitude of the frequency change increased and that responses were made
more quickly and accurately if the direction of the frequencychange was away from the alternativecat-
egory than if it was toward the alternative category. The results demonstrate that categorization of
sounds by pitch is accomplished with reference to a previous processing episode.
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in which different stimuli have been used have provided
results inconsistent with this conclusion. For example,
M. C. Smith (1968) required her participants to categorize
four visual stimuli, each consisting of a unique combina-
tion of the digits 1 and 2 and the colors red and green.
Thus, one response was required for either a red 1 or a
green 2, and a second response was required for either a
green 1 or a red 2. In contrast with the results reported by
Bertelson, M. C. Smith found that performance was best
when both the stimulus and the response were repeated,
intermediate when both the stimulus and the response
were changed, and worst when the stimulus had been
changedbut a repeated response was required. M. C. Smith
suggested that the results reported by Bertelson may have
arisen because the two stimuli assigned to a response
could be considered equivalent in their functional cate-
gory, if not in their specific stimulus information. As
M. C. Smith wrote, “it is possible that Ss coded the infor-
mation in the form: even digit, left; odd digit, right, so that
either a 2 or 4 activated the identical S–R code” (p. 436).

Although there is some inconsistency, then, in the re-
sults pertaining to the magnitude of the effects of stimu-
lus and response repetition, there is clear agreement across
studies that both of these factors influence categorization
performance on serial, forced-choice tasks (see, also,
Duncan, 1977; Fletcher & Rabbitt, 1978;Hommell, 1998;
Rabbitt, 1992; Rabbitt & Vyas, 1979; Stoet & Hommel,
1999;Walker & Marshall, 1982). A variety of explanations
have been offered both for the repetition effect (faster
judgments of a repeated stimulus that requires a repeated
response) and for the lengthening of response time (RT)
when a repeated response is required to a different stimu-
lus. One account that has been accepted by many theorists
is that observers use a bypass rule in formulating a re-
sponse to the second of two stimuli. The bypass rule is in
essence a decision-making heuristic used to avoid a time-
consuming search of available stimulus–response (S–R)
rules. Specifically, a check is made as to whether the stim-
ulus is the same as the preceding stimulus. If so, the pre-
vious response may be repeated quickly. If not, the rule
produces a tendency to execute a different response from
that used on the previous trial. In describing the results re-
ported by M. C. Smith (1968),Krueger and Shapiro (1981)
argued that “the bypass rule could account for the sharp
reduction she found in RT (68 msec) on identical transi-
tions, in which the subject would (correctly) regard the
repetition of both stimulus aspects [i.e., colour and digit]
as a cue to keep the same response, and for the sharp in-
crease in RT (62 msec) on equivalent transitions, in which
the subject would (incorrectly) regard the nonrepetitionof
both stimulus aspects as a cue to change the response”
(p. 243; see also, e.g., Fletcher & Rabbitt, 1978). In this
way, the bypass rule may produce both quick responses to
repeated stimuli and delayed responses to different stim-
uli that require a repeated response.

The Present Study
Irrespective of the specific theoretical explanation of

these repetition effects, the results obtained have clearly

established that the memory representation, or S–R link,
generated when a visual stimulus is overtly judged may
play an important role in subsequent judgments of visual
objects. However, considerably less is known regarding
the relation, if any, of one auditory judgment to another.
The present study was designed with two goals in mind.
First, in Experiment 1, we sought to determine whether
both stimulus and response repetition would influence cat-
egorizationof sounds on the basis of pitch. Second, in Ex-
periment 2, we wished to evaluate the possibility that
when a repeated response is required, performance will be
associated with the magnitude and direction of the fre-
quency change. Answers to these questions would have
clear implications for understanding the nature of the
memory representationestablished when a response is ex-
ecuted to a sound and the influence of this representation
on subsequent judgments.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 was performed to determinewhether stim-
ulus and response repetition may influence the speed of
pitch classification of pure tones. A consecutive response
paradigm was used in which listeners were presented on
each trial with two sounds in succession. They were re-
quired to make a pitch judgment for each of these sounds
as quickly and accurately as possible. Four pure tones
were used in the experiment, with two of these forming a
low-pitched category (500 and 550 Hz) and the other two
forming a high-pitchedcategory (3000 and 3300 Hz). The
inclusion of two sounds within each category permitted
generation of three trial types defined by the pitch and re-
sponse relation of the first sound (hereinafter, this sound
will be referred to as the prime sound) to the second sound
(hereinafter, this sound will be referred to as the probe
sound). Following Bertelson (1965), we will refer to trials
on which the prime and the probe sounds are the same as
identical, trials on which the prime and the probe sounds
differ in pitch but require the same response as equivalent,
and trials on which the prime and the probe both differ in
pitch and require different responses as different. Whereas
a comparison of identical and different trials will permit
an examinationof the influence of stimulus-plus-response
repetition, a comparison of identical and equivalent trials
will provide an indication of the importance of pitch rep-
etition over and above that of response repetition.

Method
Participants

Sixteen undergraduate students attending the University of Man-
itoba volunteered to participate in exchange for course credit. None
of the participants reported any corrected or uncorrected hearing im-
pairment.

Materials
Computer and sound system . The experiment was controlled

by a Dell Pentium computer running the Maple programming envi-
ronment (Bregman, Achim, & Ahad, 1992). Sounds were presented
in stereo over two Acoustic Prof iles PSL 0.5 loudspeakers posi-
tioned 45º to the left and right of the listener.
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Sounds. Four pure tones with frequencies of 500, 550, 3000, and
3300 Hz, were used as stimuli in the experiment. All the sounds were
synthesized using the MITSYN signal-processing software package
(Henke, 1990) at 32000 Hz. Each of the sounds was 50 msec in du-
ration and incorporated 3 msec linear onset and offset amplitude
ramps to eliminate onset and offset clicks. Sounds were presented to
the listeners at a comfortable intensity of approximately 70 dB SPL
as measured by a Brüel and Kjaer Model 2203 sound-level meter.

Procedure
The participants completed 24 practice trials and 192 experimen-

tal trials. On both the practice and the experimental trials, the par-
ticipants were presented with two sounds in succession, and they
were required to make a speeded frequency judgment (low or high)
for each of these sounds. We will refer to the first of these sounds as
the prime and to the second as the probe. The listeners made their re-
sponses by pressing either the “1” key on the keyboard to indicate
that a sound was of low frequency or the “0” key to indicate that a
sound was of high frequency. The participants were instructed to
make their responses as quickly as possible while maintaining high
accuracy. On practice trials, listeners were allowed 2,500 msec to re-
spond, accuracy feedback was presented immediately after each re-
sponse, and the listeners pressed the space bar to trigger presentation
of each sound. In contrast, on experimental trials, the response win-
dow was only 750 msec, the time between the prime and the probe
was set to 1,000 msec, no feedback was provided, and the listeners
were required to initiate each trial by pressing the space bar after
their response to the second sound on a trial.

There were three different types of trials, defined by the frequency
and response relation of the prime and the probe. The prime and the
probe were identical on one fourth of the trials (these will be referred
to as identical trials), differed in frequency but required the same re-
sponse on one fourth of the trials (these will be referred to as equiv-
alent trials), and differed in frequency and required different re-
sponses on the remaining one half of the trials (these will be referred
to as different trials). The specific frequencies chosen on each trial
for the prime and for the probe were randomly selected, with the
constraint that each of the four sounds was equally likely to be pre-
sented. Each of the 16 prime–probe combinations of the four fre-
quencies was presented 12 times in the set of 192 trials. The 24 prac-
tice trials consisted of a random selection of the 16 unique frequency
combinations, with the constraint that each of the four sounds was
presented equally often in each of the prime and probe positions and
that the prime and the probe were identical on 25% of the trials
(identical), differed in frequency but required the same response on
25% of the trials (equivalent), and required different responses on
50% of the trials (different).

Data Analysis
Of primary interest was the influence of the frequency and re-

sponse relation between the prime and the probe on frequency cate-
gorization of the probe. For this reason, performance on probe clas-
sification was examined only for trials on which a correct and
acceptable response was made to the prime. Thus, trials on which the

prime was misclassified or on which no response was made to the
prime or the probe were discarded. Generally, performance in clas-
sifying the prime was quite accurate (mean accuracy of 89% in Ex-
periment 1 and 92% in Experiment 2), and there were few occasions
on which no response was made to the prime or the probe (fewer
than 2.5% in all the conditions in both experiments), so only a small
percentage of trials were dropped outright. In addition, for each con-
dition, outlying RTs to the probe, defined as those RTs more than 2.5
standard deviations above or below the mean, were excluded from
all the analyses. In no condition in either experiment did outlier
elimination lead to the exclusion of more than 1.5% of the responses.

Results
The results obtained in Experiment 1, summarized in

Table 1, provided clear evidence that the classification of
probe pitch was influenced by both the prime pitch and
the response made to the prime. Specifically, performance
in classifying the pitch of the probe was best on identical
trials, intermediate on different trials, and worst on equiv-
alent trials. This summary is supported by the results of
separate one-way within-subjects analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) used to evaluate performance as indicated by
RT and by errors. Statisticalanalysisof the RT data revealed
a robust main effect of prime–probe relation [F(2,30) =
12.60, p , .001]. Planned comparisons indicated that per-
formance of all three trial types differed significantly
from one another, with RT being fastest for trials on which
the prime and the probe were identical, intermediate when
the frequencies of the two sounds were different and they
required different responses, and slowest when the sounds
differed in frequency but required the same response ( p ,
.025 in all cases). Following Bertelson (1965) and others
(e.g., E. E. Smith, Chase, & Smith, 1973), the effect of
stimulus repetition was estimated by the difference be-
tween performances on identical trials (346 msec) and
equivalent trials (404 msec), and the effect of response
repetition when there was a stimulus change was esti-
mated by the difference between performances on differ-
ent trials (374 msec) and equivalent trials. Such an analy-
sis indicates that both effects are quite robust, with stimulus
repetitions leading to a reduction in RT of approximately
58 msec (i.e., a facilitative effect) and with response rep-
etitionswhen there was a stimulus change leading to an in-
crease in RT of approximately30 msec (i.e., an inhibitory
effect).

The pattern of performance indicated by the classifica-
tion errors made by the listeners replicated the pattern ap-
parent for RTs, with a significant effect of prime–probe
relation [F(2,30) = 12.41, p , .001]. Performance on the
individual trial types was ordered in the same way as that
indicatedby the RT data, with significantdifferences in all
comparisons ( p , .02 in all cases).

Discussion
The combined influence of both stimulus and response

repetition replicates results that have been obtained in
studies of visual perception (e.g., M. C. Smith, 1968). In
this, the results are also consistent with an episodic re-
trieval mechanism in which the memory representation or

Table 1
Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) and Percentages

of Errors (%E; With Standard Errors for Each Measure)
as a Function of the Frequency and Response Relation

of the Prime and the Probe Sounds in Experiment 1

RT %E

Trial Type M SE M SE

Same frequency and same response 346 13.61 0.91 0.71
Different frequency and same response 404 22.92 9.20 2.31
Different frequency and different response 374 18.30 3.10 0.68
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event file incorporating information about both the pre-
ceding sound presented and the response executed to it ex-
erts a significant influence on the speed with which sub-
sequent judgmentsare made. One theoretical interpretation
of this effect is in accordance with the bypass rule de-
scribed earlier. According to this rule or heuristic, a new
sound whose perceptual characteristicsmatch the preced-
ing sound may be responded to quickly because the by-
pass rule will engender a tendency to repeat the previous
response. In contrast, when a new event that differs from
the previous one in a basic perceptual feature, such as
pitch, is presented, the bypass rule would engender a ten-
dency to execute a different response.

EXPERIMENT 2

An open question,and one that appears not to have been
addressed in studies of visual perception, is whether the
degree to which RT is slowed on equivalent trials depends
on the magnitude of the stimulus change. This is a theo-
retically important issue because, in the context of the
present study, it speaks to the influenceon performance of
the specific pitch relation of the current and previous
sounds. One possibility is that the bypass rule returns a re-
peat response tendency if there is no change in pitch and
a change response tendency if there is a change in pitch.
A fixed criterion, perhaps corresponding to the outer
boundary of the critical band, might be used in determin-
ing whether or not there has a been a significant pitch
change. Presumably, such a qualitative analysis of the
pitch relation of successive sounds would be unaffected
by the magnitudeof the pitch change so long as the change
was large enough to be detected. A second possibility is
that the probability of the bypass rule’s returning a same
or a different response tendency may depend on the mag-
nitude of the frequency change. According to this view,
the likelihood of the bypass rule’s returning a repeat re-
sponse tendency will vary from nearly always for no pitch
change at all to nearly never for a large pitch change.
Thus, performance on equivalent trials should depend on
the magnitude of the pitch difference between prime and
probe sounds, with quite small pitch differences produc-
ing faster RTs than do larger changes, because of a higher
probability that a repeat response outcome will arise from
applicationof the bypass rule. Experiment 2 was designed
to evaluate these possibilities.To this end, the design used
in Experiment 1 was modified somewhat so that the mag-
nitude of the pitch change was manipulated on equivalent
trials. This design afforded opportunitiesboth to replicate
the results obtained in Experiment 1 and to determine
whether performance on all equivalent trials is, indeed,
equivalent.

Method
Participants

Twenty-four undergraduate students attending the University of
Manitoba volunteered to participate in exchange for course credit.
None of the participants reported any corrected or uncorrected hear-
ing impairment.

Materials
Computer and sound system . The computer and sound system

were the same as those used in Experiment 1.
Sounds. A low-pitched pool of seven pure tones (frequencies of

455, 470, 485, 500, 516, 533, and 550 Hz) and a high-pitched pool
of seven pure tones (frequencies of 2727, 2815, 2906, 3000, 3097,
3197, and 3300 Hz) were used as stimuli in this experiment. All the
sounds were synthesized using the MITSYN signal-processing soft-
ware package (Henke, 1990) at 32000 Hz and were 50 msec in du-
ration, including 3-msec linear onset and offset amplitude ramps.

Procedure
Experiment 2 was founded on the same three main trial types used

in Experiment 1. In contrast with Experiment 1, however, the frequency
of the prime was limited to be either 500 or 3000 Hz, with each of
these presented equally often. Each of the 14 total sounds could be
presented as the probe, with the constraint that there were 48 identi-
cal trials on which the prime and the probe were the same pitch, 48
equivalent trials on which the probe was a different pitch from the
prime but was drawn from the same frequency category, and 96 dif-
ferent trials on which the prime and the probe were drawn from dif-
ferent pitch categories. Thus, across trials, the probability of repeat-
ing a response was equal to the probability of changing the response.
For equivalent trials, there were 16 trials at each of three frequency
separations (small, medium, and large). On small-change trials, the
500-Hz prime was followed by either a 485- or a 516-Hz probe, and
the 3000-Hz prime was followed by either a 2906- or a 3097-Hz
probe. On medium-change trials, the 500-Hz prime was followed by
either a 470- or a 533-Hz probe, and the 3000-Hz prime was fol-
lowed by either a 2815- or 3197-Hz probe. On large-change trials,
the 500-Hz prime was followed by either a 455- or a 550-Hz probe,
and the 3000-Hz prime was followed by either a 2727- or a 3300-Hz
probe. The magnitudes of the three sizes of frequency change were
equivalent in log scale for the low-pitched and the high-pitched cat-
egories and for changes above or below the pitch of the prime. It is
important to note that the smallest frequency change used in the ex-
periment was substantially larger than the threshold for the mini-
mum frequency change necessary for detection, which is less than
5 Hz for a 500-Hz standard and 30 Hz for a 3000-Hz standard (see,
e.g., Shower & Biddulph, 1931; Wier, Jesteadt, & Green, 1977).
However, even the largest frequency change on equivalent trials was
no more than equal to the outer boundary of the critical band for the
prime frequency (see, e.g., Zwicker, Flottorp, & Stevens, 1957). The
listeners completed 24 practice and 192 experimental trials. All
other procedural details were the same as those in Experiment 1.

Results
The results obtained in Experiment 2 both replicated

the results of Experiment 1 and demonstrated that the
magnitude of the frequency change on equivalent trials is
indeed an important determinant of performance. Specif-
ically, as is shown in Tables 2 and 3, althoughaverage per-
formance on equivalent trials was slower and less accu-

Table 2
Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) and Percentages

of Errors (%E; With Standard Errors for Each Measure)
as a Function of the Frequency and Response Relation of the

Prime and the Probe Sounds in Experiment 2

RT %E

Trial Type M SE M SE

Same frequency and same response 317 8.13 1.05 0.31
Different frequency and same response 382 15.05 6.83 0.94
Different frequency and different response 342 10.04 3.83 0.88
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rate than performance on identicaland different trials, this
pattern depended on the magnitude of the frequency
change on equivalent trials. When the frequency change
was small, performances on equivalent trials and on dif-
ferent trials did not differ significantly. In contrast, both
medium and large frequency changes slowed performance
on equivalent trials considerably, so that performance on
different trials was significantly faster.

A preliminaryone-way within-subjectsANOVA (prime–
probe relation with three levels [identical trials, average
performance across all equivalent trials, and different tri-
als]) was used to determine whether the pattern of results
obtained in Experiment 1 had been replicated. This analy-
sis of the RT data confirmed that this was the case; the
main effect of prime–probe relation was significant
[F(2,46) = 26.37, p , .001], with planned comparisons
indicating that performance for all three trial types dif-
fered significantly from one another ( p , .01 in all cases).
Probe pitch was categorized most quickly on the identical
trials, most slowly on the equivalent trials, and with inter-

mediate speed on the different trials. The effect of stimu-
lus repetition, as estimated by the difference between per-
formances on identical trials (317 msec) and equivalent
trials (382 msec), was facilitative, since RT was reduced
by 65 msec. In contrast, the effect of response repetition
when there was a stimulus change, as estimated by the dif-
ference betweenperformanceson different trials (342 msec)
and equivalent trials, was inhibitory, since RT was in-
creased by 40 msec when a response was repeated to dif-
ferent sounds.

Of course, the main purpose of Experiment 2 was to de-
termine whether the magnitude of the frequency change
on equivalent trials was important in determining the
speed of probe frequency classification. To evaluate this
possibility, performances on the three frequency separa-
tions were compared using a one-way within-subjects
ANOVA. This analysis confirmed a strong effect of the
magnitude of frequency change [F(2,46) = 13.84, p ,
.001], an influence that is represented visually in Figure 1.
More detailed analyses indicated that RT was signifi-

Table 3
Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors (%E; With Standard Errors

for Each Measure) on Equivalent Trials as a Function of the Degree and Direction
of Frequency Change Between the Prime and the Probe Sounds in Experiment 2

Frequency Separation

Small Medium Large

RT %E RT %E RT %E

Direction M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE

Toward alternative category 369 19.70 6.77 2.19 412 23.48 12.86 2.45 434 20.93 17.39 3.69
Away from alternative category 339 13.50 0.52 0.52 358 12.51 1.22 0.85 376 13.86 2.23 1.04
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Figure 1. Pitch categorization time is represented as a function of the frequency and
response relation between the prime and the probe sounds in Experiments 1 and 2.
SF–SR, same frequency and same response; DF–SR, different frequency and same re-
sponse; DF–SR (s), frequency difference and same response; DF–SR (m), medium fre-
quency difference and same response; DF–SR (l), large frequency difference and same
response; DF–DR, different frequency and different response. See the text for addi-
tional information.
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cantly slower on medium-change trials than on small-
change trials ( p , .01). Although RT was not signifi-
cantly slower on large-change trials than on medium-
change trials ( p = .09), this null result appeared to have
been due to a single participant who was 100 msec faster
on large-change trials than on medium-change trials. If the
data from this listener are eliminated from the analysis,
performance on large-change trials is significantly slower
than that on medium-change trials ( p , .025).1 In any
event, at minimum, the results establish that performance
is better for small frequency changes than for medium or
large changes.

A complementary analysis of the error data revealed the
same results as those apparent for the RT data. Thus, there
was a main effect of prime–probe relation [F(2,46) =
17.32, p , .001], owing to significant differences in error
rates between the three trial types ( p , .015 in all cases).
The effect of the degree of stimulus change was also an
important determinant of accuracy on equivalent trials
[F(2,46) = 6.26, p , .01], with a significant increase in er-
rors as the degree of pitch change increased from small to
medium( p , .05), but not from medium to large ( p = .15).

Discussion
These results establish that the magnitude of the fre-

quency change significantly influences the speed and ac-
curacy with which a pitch categorization judgment may
be made. Specifically,when a repeated response is required,
performance deteriorates as the size of the frequency
change increases. This result is theoretically important in
that it establishes that the process active in response de-
termination is based on a quantitative, rather than a qual-
itative, considerationof frequency change. In particular, it
is consistent with the possibility outlined above that the
probabilityof the bypass rule’s returning a repeat response
tendency depends on the magnitude of the frequency
change. According to this view, the faster performance on
small pitch change trials than on medium and large pitch
change trials results because the probability of the bypass
rule’s returning a repeat response tendency is higher. It ap-
pears clear that the bypass rule is not based on application
of a fixed criterion, because if this were the case, there
should not have been a linear change in RT as a function
of frequency change on equivalent trials but, rather, a
sharp change with equal and fast RT for pitch changes less
than the criterion and equal and slower RTs for pitch
changes greater than the criterion.

An alternative explanation of the effect of frequency
change on equivalent trials is that the faster performance
for small frequency transitions than for larger transitions
may have arisen because the pitch change was detected
less often. In otherwords, the listenersmay have incorrectly
perceived there to have been no frequency change on a
larger proportion of small-transition than of larger transi-
tion trials. To evaluate this possibility, performance on
equivalent trials was examined as a function of both the
magnitude and the direction of the frequency change. We
reasoned that if the effect of the magnitude of the fre-

quency change apparent in our main analysis resulted be-
cause of differences in the probability that the listeners’
misperceived the frequency change, the effect of fre-
quency change should be the same whether the change is
toward or away from the alternative category.To evaluate
this possibility, a two-way within-subjects ANOVA (di-
rection [toward other category or away from other cate-
gory] 3 magnitude [small, medium, or large]) of RTs for
equivalent trials was performed. This analysis revealed
main effects of both direction [F(1,23) = 20.33,p , .001],
and magnitude [F(2,46) = 13.84, p , .001], but no inter-
action between the two factors [F(2,46) = 1.16, p = .32].
Overall, the listeners judged pitch more quickly and ac-
curately when the pitch change was away from the alter-
native category. Separate consideration of performance
for frequency changes toward and away from the alternate
category showed strong effects of frequency change for
both [F(2,46) = 8.08, p , .01, and F(2,46) = 5.71, p , .01,
for shifts toward and away from the alternate category, re-
spectively].However, relative to performance on identical
trials, there was a negative effect of frequency change ir-
respective of its direction ( p , .001 in both cases). A com-
plementary analysis of the error data provided consistent
results, with significant main effects of both magnitude
[F(2,46) = 6.26, p , .001] and direction [F(1,23) = 24.40,
p , .001], but with no interaction [F(2,46) = 2.61, p =
.08]. In comparison with performance on different trials,
the error rates on equivalent trials, in which the frequency
shift was away from the alternate category, was signifi-
cantly lower only when the change was small ( p , .01).

Clearly, as is shown in Table 3, the direction of the fre-
quency change has a marked effect on performance on
equivalent trials. Specifically, a frequency transitionaway
from the alternativecategory leads to a substantially faster
and more accurate response than does a frequency transi-
tion toward the alternative category. This in turn suggests
that the influenceof the magnitudeof the stimulus change
is not mediated by failures to perceive a physical change
in pitch but, rather, arises because of specific considera-
tion of both the magnitude and the direction of the pitch
change. One might reasonably expect that such detailed
analysis would yield particularly fast and accurate catego-
rization responses on equivalent trials when the frequency
change was away from the alternative category. However,
relative to performance on different trials, on equivalent
trials there was no beneficial effect of this detailed analy-
sis apparent in RTs and a significant benefit in accuracy
only when the frequency change was small ( p , .01), but
not when it was medium ( p = .07) or large ( p = .30).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The influence of attentionon auditory processing (e.g.,
Cherry, 1953; Mondor, Breau, & Milliken, 1998; Moray,
1959,1975) and the effect of spatial compatibilityof sound
location and the overt response (e.g., Simon, 1990;Simon,
Craft, & Small, 1971; Simon & Rudell, 1967) have been
quite well documented.However, remarkably little empir-
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ical effort has been directed toward delineating the influ-
ence of identifying and responding to one sound on iden-
tifying and responding to a subsequent sound. It is this
specific influence that was of primary concern to us in the
present paper. Taken together, the results of the two ex-
periments provide clear evidence that pitch categorization
performance is influenced both by the pitch of a preced-
ing sound and by the response made to it. This effect was
quite reliable in that, in both experiments, categorization
was fastest for repeated sounds (identical trials), interme-
diate for sounds that differed in pitch from the preceding
sound and required a different response (different trials),
and slowest for sounds that differed in pitch from the pre-
ceding sound but required the same response (equivalent
trials). Thus, average performance across the two experi-
ments indicated that whereas there was a strong facilita-
tive effect of stimulus repetition alone of about 62 msec
(as estimated by the difference in performance on identi-
cal and equivalent trials), there was a reliable inhibitory
effect of response repetitionwhen there was a pitch change
of about 35 msec (as estimated by the difference in per-
formance on equivalentand different trials). Furthermore,
the results of Experiment 2 revealed that both the magni-
tude and the direction of the pitch change on equivalent
trials had a significant influenceon performance, with lis-
teners making their pitch classification judgments sub-
stantially more quickly and accurately for small pitch
changes and when the directionof a pitch changewas away
from the alternative category. These results provided
strong evidence that a detailed evaluation of the pitch re-
lation of the prime and the probe sounds is executed as
part of the response determinationprocess. Such an influ-
ence of a prior processing episode provides indirect evi-
dence that the memory representation or event file estab-
lished when an explicit response is executed to a sound
includes information both about the perceptual character-
istics of the sound and about the overt response.

As we noted above, several investigators (e.g., Fletcher
& Rabbitt, 1978; Krueger & Shapiro, 1981) have sug-
gested that in a two-choice serial RT task such as that used
in the two experiments described above, participantshave
a tendency to repeat a response to a repeated stimulus and
to change their response when the stimulus changes. This
heuristic, usually referred to as the bypass rule, has been
offered as a potential explanation for the effects of both
stimulus repetition and response repetition. The present
results are certainly consistentwith this viewpoint. It is in-
teresting to note that evidence of the operation of this
heuristic was obtainedeven though the stimuli varied only
along the single dimension of pitch. This stands in sharp
contrast with studies of stimulus and response repetition
on the time required to classify visual objects, in which
stimuli have typically varied on two or more dimensions
(e.g., Bertelsen, 1965;Rabbitt, 1992). The possibility that
our results indicate a special role of pitch information in
overtly responding to a sound is a question we are now in
the process of examining.

Clearly, in generating a response tendency in favor of ei-
ther repeating a previous response or making a new re-

sponse, applicationof a heuristic such as the bypass rule can
significantlyinfluenceperformance on a pitchclassification
task. It is equally clear, however, that final response deter-
mination is not governed only by this tendency; if it were,
error rates would have been near 100% on equivalent trials,
where the bypassrule wouldhaveproducedan incorrect ten-
dency to change the response. It appears clear, then, that ap-
plicationof a bypass rule producesa response tendency that
is subject to a later error-checkingprocess.Althoughan em-
pirical considerationof such an evaluativeprocess is beyond
the scope of the present paper, as a working hypothesiswe
might assume that the response tendency produced by the
bypassrule and the stimulusand response informationavail-
able from examination of the previous processing episode
would be used to determine the candidateS–R mapping rule
for initialevaluation.For example,on identical trials, the by-
pass rule would produce a repeat response X suggestion,the
evaluationprocesswouldconfirm that executingresponseX
to stimulus Y is consistent with the mapping rules, and a
quick response would be executed. In contrast, on different
trials, the bypass rule would return a change response ten-
dency, the evaluation process would need first to search for
the available alternative responses, and only then would a
specific S–R mapping rule be evaluated and affirmed. On
this view, the additionalrequirement of searching for the al-
ternative response would account for the modest increase in
RT on different trials relative to identical trials. Finally, on
equivalent trials, the bypass rule would produce a changere-
sponse tendency, the evaluationprocess would search for the
alternativeresponse, and then the candidateS–R rule would
be evaluatedand, in this case, rejected. At this point, the al-
ternative mapping (i.e., repeat the previous response even
though the stimulus has changed) would be evaluated and
verified. Thus, the difference in RT on identical, different,
and equivalent trials could be attributed to the joint influ-
ences of the bypass rule and the more specific evaluationof
candidateS–R mappings.Although this primitive“model”
is clearly speculative,it is consistentwith the results reported
above, and we hope that it may direct future research in pro-
ductive directions.

In conductingthis study, we set out to determine whether
stimulus and response repetition influences categorization
of soundsby pitch and, if so, whether performance depends
on the degree to which pitch changes from one sound to an-
other. The two experiments described above provide clear
affirmative answers to both of these questions and, in this,
suggest that applicationof the bypass rule entails a detailed
consideration of stimulus change. At a more general level,
the results indicate that even judgments of a fundamental
auditoryperceptual feature, such as pitch, are accomplished
with reference to a prior processing episode.
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NOTE

1. As a check to determine whether the other significant results of Ex-
periment 2 were an artifact of the performance of this 1 listener, all of the
analyses reported in the Results section of Experiment 2 were repeated
with the data from this participant excluded.None of the results changed.
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